Art and Design

History
In history I am going to be learning
about significant historical events,
people and places in their own
locality.
·
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How transport has changed over time
Who are the Wright Brothers?
The Wright Brothers and the first flight
The history of Brooklands and achievements
Who was Hilda Hewett and why was she a
ground breaking local pioneer?
What is Brooklands and why is it an important
local place?
The History of Heathrow airport and the impact
on Ashford

Geography

In Art and Design I am going
to be exploring colour
wheels and the life and work
of Kandinsky








Evaluating the life and work of
Kandinsky and his love for wheels
Creating our own colour wheels
through colour mixing, blending and
looking at tones
Looking at the work of Kandinsky and
talking about what we like, dislike,
feel and see in his work.
creating our own circle experiments in
our new sketch books
Recreate our own Kandinsky wheels
using skills of colour mixing and circles

Key Vocabulary

In Geography the children are going to use
simple compass directions and map skills to
locate Heathrow and locations of other key
airports in the UK. They will investigate the
changes to Ashford through the development
and expansion of Heathrow over the years.
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Extra-Curricular Activities
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At home: Make a model aeroplane out of recycling. Be plane spotters and track flights above our homes. Act
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out and re-create airport check -in processes. Design your own plane ticket. Transport walks – create a list of
things to spot and see on your walks.
Places to visit: Science museum. Heathrow airport tour with British Airways. Mercedes Benz world
Website links: https://www.brooklandsmuseum.com/ https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zs9k7ty
https://www.brooklandsmuseum.com/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI-PyIlv3q6wIVh-h3Ch2qRg5BEAAYASAAEgJUG_D_BwE

